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Supplemental material: 
Below is an inventory of the Israel Ellen photograph collection. 

 
.1 Photographic print; black and white image of man standing outside, wearing cap and sunglasses, reading from 

piece of paper (donor’s father); verso: black ink inscription handwritten at top: “Pocking D.P. Camp/where dady 
[sic] was secretary/of the camp’s self organized/government 1946”; dated 1946; Pocking, Germany; in English 

 
.2 Photographic print; black and white image of men and women seated in classroom around table; verso: black 

paper adhered in corners, handwritten in black ink across top: “D.P. Camp Poking [sic] in/Bavaria, I am on the 
far/left as social worker planning/vocational schools for young/survivors 1946-1947”; dated 1946-1947; Pocking, 
Germany; in English  

 
.3 Photographic postcard; black and white image five men, standing in front of memorial to the 6 million, man in 

center wearing tallit and holding small book; verso: black ink inscription on right side in Hebrew characters, “The 
Yizkor/for the Jewish/ of Wyszogrod/a small city near/Warsaw” handwritten in black ink on left side, oval green ink 
stamp in upper left corner “Br. Schein/Foto A 2/7” and circular purple ink stamp on right side; dated December 2, 
1947; in Yiddish and English 

 
.4 Photographic postcard; black and white image of five men and three women standing outside behind seven seated 

men; verso: black paper adhered mostly in corners, blue ink stamp in center “I. Sutin/Foto-Korrespondent”, 
handwritten in black ink on majority: “Daddy with the editors, printers/…of the Landsberger “Cajtung”/of which 
dad became editor/Landsberg 1947” and “The printers, administration, journalists/and editors of the Landsberger 
Zeitung/Israel Eleuswej [?] is the third of the/right sitting next to him in center/is Hermanswitz [?] the first 
editor,/who emigrated to Israel”; dated 1947, Landsberg, Germany; in English; created by Jack Sutin 

 
.5 Photographic print; black and white image portrait of woman (Shmerke Kotcherfinsky); inscribed verso Hebrew 

characters handwritten black ink; dated November 23, 1947, Feldafing, Germany; in Yiddish 
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